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Lomax calls improvements 'a starting point'
by Norman Scarborough
The The Clemson campus is currently
undergoing a major facelift. The major
portion of the improvements, however, is
cenetered around Johnstone Hall.
Johnstone was build in 1953 by the Daniel
Construction Company, designed by the
architects Lyle, Bisset, Carlisle, and
Wolff. The structure currently houses 2210
male students, making it the largest
dormitory in the world.
The "tin cans,1" as they are called by
students here, were constructed by a liftslab system, a technique developed by a
company in San Antonio, Texas. First, a
regular pattern of columns was erected.
Then concrete layers were poured and
separated by a substance called bond
breaker. Special collars and hydraulic
jacks were placed on top of the columns.
Each layer was then jacked into position.
Finally, the slabs were welded and
secured in place.
The Plant and Animal Sciences building
was also constructed by this lift-slab
system. This method of building a
multistory structure is very economical,
but with modern technological advances,
it has lost a good deal of popularity and
practicality.
Daniel Boyer, superintendent of
Planning and Engineering for the Physical
Plant, dispelled the rumor that Johnstone
was originally constructed as a temporary
building. "It's definitely a permanent
structure," he cited.
He also noted that Johnstone may not be
the most attractive building on campus,
but it is structurally sound. One precaution
that must be taken with the constant
remodeling of the building, despite its

soundness, is preventing the overloading
of the structure with too much new weight.
Boyer also pointed out. The financial
situation, with the initial cost of the
building versus the life cost of maintaining
the building as other reasons for keeping
down extensive remodeling.
Nick Lomax, director of housing, also
indicated limitations to the number of
improvements because of restricted funds.
A good deal of the Residence Hall budget,
which would otherise be used for
modifications during the summer months,
must be used to repair and replace
university property damaged by vandalism and misuse.
Lomax stated that in one week $600
worth of glass had to be replaced in
Johnstone. With more money beiong spent
to repair these damages, there is less
money available to improve the dormitories.
Lomax stated that several projects were
to be undertaken in Johnstone this summer. Modifications include: telephones in
sections A and B, a new roof for A section,
and renovated bathrooms in B and D
sections.
Other plans being considered are fresh
paint for the rooms and hallways, new tile
in the rooms, improved lighting in the halls
and stairwells, and the conversion of
storage rooms into small kitchenettes.
Lomax pointed out that "this is a starting point," and that the projects must be
taken one at a time. However, he emphasized that there must be better conduct
in the dormitories to get these changes.
"Residents can't afford to let fellow
students continue misusing property," he
stated.
One other project under consideration is

A VIEW of some of the construction going on around Johnstone Hall's B section.
volving the gathering information made.
the replacement of the ceilings in JohnHowever, no chemical analysis was
stone. Horace Gibson, an administrative
conducted several years ago.
assistant in the Physical Plant said that
According to Rochester, "the health
the material on the ceilings is "referred to
hazard seems to have been primarily in
as an asbestos spray."
the factory that was producing the stuff."
Asbestos, although commonly known as
He also stated that asbestos is not being
a fire deterrent, was not put in Johnstone
used at all in this type of construction
for this purpose. A spokesman for Daniel
today.
Construction Company stated that the
Mr. H. G. Warren, a representative of
spray was put up "primarily for acThomlinson Engineers of Charlotte, the
coustical purposes." Roy Rochester,
company who actually sprayed the
Assistant Vice-president of the Physical
material on the ceilings, stated that the
Plant indicated that the material "has
spray which was used around 1969, was a
asbestos fibers in it."
' mineral wool with only a small amount of
Because asbestos is a known cancer
asbestos (3to5percent) to hold it together.
causing material, an extensive study in(continued to page 3)

Ex-workers accuse Physical Plant of abuses
by Steve Matthews
Some Clemson students, faculty
members, and administrators have
recently charged that the Physical Plant
has spent an excessive amount of money
on some jobs. They also allegate that the
work has been of a poor quality in certain
cases. (See related story on page 7.)
According to former employees of the
organization, Physical Plant workers at
Clemson have slept in closed rooms while
on duty, have taken University materials
home to keep, have done personal work for
other employees of and themselves while
being paid by Clemson, and have, on occasion, reported to work drunk.
The Physical Plant division of Clemson
University is responsible for all maintenance, operations, and construction
work on campus.
If these allegations made by former
employees were true, either the quality of
the service rendered would decrease, or
the cost to the University would increase,
Thomas B. Yandle, head of the Department of Economics, stated.
Regarding the charges made by exworkers, Roy Rochester, Director of the
Physical Plant, stated, "I can't sa^ the

incidents did or did not happen. The only
thing that I can do is to ask for explanations by the supervisors," he said.
Jack Posten, who was employed by the
Physical Plant from January to July of
1975, commented, "Some workers...if they
wanted something, they'd take it in their
truck."
"Scrap wood was taken home often—it
was usable. I saw one worker hauling
gravel away in his truck after 4:30 (p.m.)
and I'm sure the school paid for it," Posten
remarked.
Rochester explained, "There is a certain
amount of pilfering. We continuously
patrol this type of thing."
"We have caught one guy that had an air
conditioning filter," Rochester continued,
"He maintained that it was one that was
thrown in the trash can, and it did have
some dirt on it. I suspect that it wasn't."
"There may have been some people that
have taken gravel," Rochester went on. "I
don't really know."
Posten alleged that much personal work
has been done by employees on University
time. "If you needed something done,
you'd have it done at the Physical Plant,"
he contended.
"I helped fix Mr. Pringle's (C. Gary

Pringle, assistant superintendent of
buildings) barbeque during working
hours," Posten stated. "I put in the
rivets."
Rochester responded, "I imagine that
Pringle didn't know any better, being just
out of college, and not knowing all of our
rules."
Pringle, when contacted by the Tiger,
denied having had work done on a barbeque by the Physical Plant, saying, "I
don't know what he (Posten) is talking
about. I bought a new barbeque less than
six months ago."
Additionally, Posten stated that he and
other workers returned a large heavy
appliance," a dryer or washing machine,"
to George Jones's (superintendent of
buildings) house. "It had been worked on
at the Physical Plant," he remarked.
Posten continued, saying that Jones's
"driveway had been coated with aspalt
sealing. "I was told it (the asphalt sealing)
had been taking from the University," he
added.
When Jones was contacted by the Tiger,
he said he would not comment on these
charges, but would comment only on
"signed, written accusations."
Other examples were also pointed out by
Posten. "One worker made clothesline

posts and also a rose trellis and took them
home," he remarked. In another instance,
car wheels were welded at the welding
shop of the Physical Plant, he said.
"I don't think there is a great deal (of
personal work) that goes on," Rochester
commented. "I don't know what we can do
to eliminate it because it all boils down to a
personal moral matter."
One custodian, who requested not to be
named, said that he had observed employees coming to work intoxicated. "I
was appalled when on two separate occasions people came to work drunk, and
nothing was even said to them (as a
reprimand)," he stated.
Rochester, although not commenting on
this specific allegation, said that one
custodian was recently dismissed because
of drunkenness. "I am sure that in the last
year there have been at least four employees fired because of intoxication," he
remarked.
"In each case, the worker was taken up
to the Police Department, and at least two
policemen put sworn statements in their
files that they were intoxicated,"
Rochester added. "Therefore, they were
discharged immediately."
(continued to page 5)
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Investigation
warranted
Numerous allegations have been made concerning
the Physical Plant and its employees. While some of
these charges are quite obviously not important,
others are extremely serious indeed. In two instances
officials of the Physical Plant have been accused of
misusing their positions for their own petty gains.
While the validity of these charges cannot yet be
determined, and while these charges are significant,
even more important is the general tone of the
combined mass of allegations that have been made.
This tone sheds a bad light on the Physical Plant, in
particular, and the entire University, in general.
An investigation is warranted. The question of
whether the Physical Plant has wasted money as a
result of inefficiency and unethical actions by
University employees needs to be settled. This
organization should either be cleared of the charges
against it, or the allegations should be verified, and
changes in the organization or its personnel should
result.
This investigation should be conducted under the
responsibility of President Edward's office, and
Edwards should be personally responsible for it. Any
investigation conducted under the direction of the
Director of the Physical Plant Roy Rochester, or the
Office of Business and Finance, of which Rochester is
an assistant vice president, would lose credibility
entirely. Although Rochester seems to be a man of the
highest integrity, his participation in any such investigation would cloud the believability of the
results.
All workers interviewed should be guaranteed
anonimity. To not guarantee this would make a farce
out of any conclusions. In the cases in which high
officials of the Physical Plant are accused of serious
unethical actions, polygraphs could be utilized for
both the accuser and the official involved, on a
voluntary basis.
A final report should be compiled detailing specific
allegations that have been proved and disproved.Evidence should be cited. A general report condemning or clearing the organization, without factual
basis, would be incredible, as well as being a waste of
time.
Copies of the report should be released to local
media, in addition to the Board of Trustees.
Recommendations should be made in the report.
If the administration refuses to make a thorough
and objective investigation, it would be up to the
Board of Trustees to ask that one be made.
Although the cost of a comprehensive study might
be several thousand dollars, it would be well worth
the money, considering that the Physical Plant
operates on a budget of over 9 million dollars.
If no local investigation were made, the state
legislature would have the responsibility of looking
into the matter.
This cannot be swept under the rug as a private
University affair, because the Physical Plant spends
not only the money of students, but the tax money of
the public as well.

Letters
Dept. head
Blames editor
As a department head, I am
accustomed to accepting the
blame and credit for the failures
and successes of my department.
I, therefore, address this letter to
you rather than Mr. Dave Farmer.
Clearly, Mr. Farmer is not to
blame for his ignorance of the
theater (and of the superb
production of Woyzeck), and,
clearly you are to blame for
assigning the critical task to
someone who had not seen a
production "in two years at
Clemson," and whose knowledge
of the theater obviously is
limited. The Players deserved
better, and got it from those
Dionysea participants from other
schools who acclaimed the
production.
H.E. Stewart, Head Dept.
of Languages

Scholar finds
Review poor
I find it absolutely incredible
that the Tiger has been reduced
to reliance on a complete novice
to write a critical review of the
Clemson Players' latest piece,
"Woyzeck." This is a novice,
moreover, who admits that "this
is the first play which I have been
to in my two years at Clemson."
This honesty may be commendable; what have been the
credentials of recent critics? It is
unfortunately true that Mr.
Farmer is not "very much different from most of Clemson
University's students "in that he
does not frequent the Players'
productions.
Obviously nurtured on the
typical American movie 'pap',
the critic (if one may use that
term in this case) repeatedly
counters apologies for his "poor
viewpoint," with resolute
pronouncements
on
the
requirements of live acting and
realistic stage sets. While the
doctor "brilliantly overplayed his
role," "the major fault" of the
two leads was their "overacting." Although Dr. Robert
Brustein, Dean of the Yale School
of Drama who was here for
Dionysea '76 suggested the set
might be too realistic, Mr.
Farmer found it too impressionistic.

As a scholar I find the review
ludicrous. As an informed
student of drama with a
Bachelor's degree in that area
and professional acting experience in outdoor drama, I find
it appalling.
If the Tiger cannot find even
moderately qualified critics, then
perhaps there should be no
reviews. Mr. Farmer was concerned that the brick walls of
Daniel were visible behind the
white linen sheets. I am disturbed
that behind the brick walls of
Clemson students may not be
acquiring an appreciation of the
truth and beauty of art and spirit.
Mary Martz
Dept. of Political Science

Teacher
blames Tiger
Why did the Tiger choose Dave
Farmer to review Buchner's
"Woyzeck?" Mr. Farmer admitted he had never seen one of
the local theatre productions
during his two years at Clemson
University and that his contact
with movies has not accustomed
him "to live acting and unchanging sets — which exercise
the mind."
True, "Woyzeck" is not an
"easy" play, yet it was important
enough to inspire the great

composer Alban Berg to write an
opera based upon this play.
Surely the Players' production
deserved a more experienced
reviewer.
I have seen many stage plays,
both professional and amateur,
and consider this production
excellent — so did the others who
accompanied me. I thought Dr.
Thomas Douglas' translation
admirable because it is
"Chronistic,"
not
"Anachronistic." It is better than any
other English translation I have
read. Dr. Douglas' direction of
his dedicated, young cast is
worthy of praise. I agree with Mr.
Farmer that Mrs. Dee James
handled perfectly the children
caught up in this adult tragedy. I
disagree, however, with Mr.
Farmer's negative comments
about the set design. I was
pleased with the simplicity of the
white backdrops with the
drawings of a townscape in black,
feeling that these elements
conveyed the mood of the play
with great, good taste. Michael
Easler's Woyzeck was subtle and
convincing. A less able actor
would not have been able to
sustain the tragic spirit
throughout the play.
"Woyzeck" is a play that expresses the deepest human need:
Woyzeck was misunderstood by
these around him until he was
finally goaded into committing a
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Physical Plant

(Continued from page 1)
The anonymous custodian mentioned
previously also said that he had seen
employees sleeping while on the job.
"Over at Fike Field House, janitors used
to go up to the old part of Fike," he said.
"There was this big room with about 16
or 18 beds in it for basketball or football
camp. The janitors would just go up there
and sack out sometimes when they were
through with work or when they didn't
want to work," he continued.
He emphasized that the percentage of
custodians who slept while being paid by
the University, or reported to work intoxicated was a small percentage of the
total custodial force.
Concerning the charge of sleeping,
Rochester acknowledged that others have
complained of custodian's sleeping while
on duty. Glass windows have been put in
janitor's rooms all over the campus at an
approximate cost of $1800 because of
complaints of sleeping in janitors' rooms
made by University personnel and
students, he said.
"One individual has supervision over 35
custodians in 20 buildings, and how many
so-called hiding places are there in one
building?" Rochester asked. "We realize
that it is extremely difficult t6 supervise
that many people."
Another janitor, who also wished to
remain unnamed, commented on the
hiring of employees by the Physical Plant
temporarily during the summer. "The
Physical Plant created jobs for the
students for the summer, but I'm not
necessarily criticizing that," he said.
Rochester said that all summer laborers
were needed.
Summer workers often did "busywork",
according to the janitor. Two workers, who
were employed by the Physical Plant
during the summer of 1975, Joe Todd and
Henry Vogel, stated that this was true.
Rochester denied that workers often did
work simply in order to keep them busy.

Vogel commented that he had observed
one worker brushing a black glossy paint
on the sides of the tires of Physical Plant
trucks in order to improve their appearance for at least one week. "I saw him
paint the tires black on one truck four
times in one" week," he remarked.
Vogel related another incident of alleged
busywork. "Four people went to dump a
refrigerator at Fant's Grove Dump using
an automatic dump truck. It took us about
45or 50 minutes," he stated. To operate an
automatic dump truck, it requires the
pulling of one or more knobs or levers.
Rochester suggested that this incident
may not have been an avoidable waste of
time. "Suppose the workers were working
on something that required four people. All
of a sudden, a supervisor says, 'Hey, take
this refrigerator to Fant's Grove Dump.'
'You have a choice of taking just two of
those four people, but what are you going
to do with the other two?" he commented.
"On the surface, It sounds like two people
went out there that shouldn't have gone,"
Rochester stated.
"You really have to know the circumstances...at that time to know whether
this was the thing that should have been
done," he said.
Additionally, Vogel stated that he and
other employees had played basketball
and ping-pong while being paid by the
University.
Three workers were caught aViooting
pool in the w* Wiversity Union building
several weeks ago, Rochester related. As a
result, written reprimands were put in
each of the employes' personal record
folders, he said.
"We normally give two written warnings
on something like this," Rochester stated.
"The third warning automatically goes
with a discharge," he said.
Vogel continued by remarking on the
lengths of breaks. "If it was getting near
the middle of the afternoon, we'd just go

Letters
(continued from page 2)
brutal murder. The comic antics
of the German psychiatrist who
understood the soldier no better
than the others — while amusing
— only sharpened the deepening
confusion within the young man.
"Woyzeck" may not be Mr.
Farmer's choice but unfortunately such a review as his
is not likely to encourage the
Players or their director to
present another such superior
play. Oddly enough in last week's
Tiger Steven Matthews, News
Editor, bemoaned the fact that
Clemson University was so far
behind U.S.C. in the arts.
Unfortunately Mr. Farmer's
review plus the sparse attendance at this fine performance is an example of some
students' lack of interest in the
arts which are offered here.
Johannes Holschneider
College of Architecture

You're probably tired of my
letters, but D. Helms' response in
the April 15 Tiger demands a
response of my own.
I am majoring in Economic
Biology, in the College of
Agricultural Sciences. I passed
Botany 101 in fall, '75, and
audited Zoology 101 for half of the
spring, '76 semester. I have read
the texts for both courses. I think
the Botany text is very good, but I
do feel that the present Zoology
text is unsatisfactory. However,
as Dr. Helms said, that complaint
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is nothing new.
The Lives of a Cell is, of course,
only one alternative, and I must
apologize if I pushed it too hard.
(Dr. Helms, please tell us about
some other good books that
you've read; I'm sure you know
of more than I.)
Regarding
that
"basic
biochemistry
and
Latin
classification," I did not, and do
not, advocate sacrificing them to
make biology more interesting. I
am well aware of the vital need
for students to get a good
background in these areas early
in their education. All I advocate
are the things that, according to
Dr. Helms, are now coming
about, i.e., "films, field trips,"
etc. And I am happy to see that
the College of Sciences has
already done much to make
"more relevant and fun" biology
courses.
I am sorry to have underestimated the College of
Sciences, but I am glad that this
topic is getting so much exposure. I commend the Tiger for
providing a needed forum, and I
thank Dr. Helms for her
thoughtful reply. The new biology
courses should be very successful
additions to the curriculum. Keep
up the good work, Dori!
Demon Raflo

Culture lacking
You might do well to go to the
dictionary and learn the
definition of the word "culture."
You will find that culture and

TWO Physical Plant workers on work break.
supervisors to cover this situation,"
off on a break, and we'd just keep on Rochester said.
taking a break. If a supervisor would show
A "lookout," someone to watch and
up, we'd say, 'We're on break—it is about guard against supervisors coming while
over with,' and so we'd wait maybe five employees were wasting time has also
minutes, and decide the break was over oeen used, Vogel said. "The lookout was
with.
posted at the door with a wheel barrow
"We'd start working, and we'd work real next to him," he continued.
hard, and the supervisor would look
"If he didn't have time to shout that one
satisfied. He'd turn around and walk off, of the bosses was coming, he'd run in with
and we'd go back on break again," Vogel the wheelbarrow, and we'd see him
remarked. He stated that his typical break coming, and start working. It was pracaveraged 45 minutes.
tically rehearsed," Vogel remarked.
"That doesn't sound right," Rochester
"There is a certain code between emsaid. Breaks are set to be 10 to 15 minutes, ployees," Rochester said. "We have' a
and to be taken at a specific time, he ex- hard time getting anyone to say anything
plained.
against their fellow employees," he
"If I see someone not working, and if it is commented.
within that prescribed break time I can
"I'm not defending them," Rochester
assume it is legitimate; if it is not (within stated. "It is my responsibility to use the
that time), I want to know from some people we have in the most efficient
supervisor why," he commented.
manner that we can. There are mistakes
"We are so spread out in the work that made. I am constantly having to check into
we do that there is not sufficient number of. these types of things," he concluded.

fine arts are not synonymous
terms.
I would be the first to bemoan
the relative lack of fine arts
activities. It would indeed be
pleasurable to have more
dramas, even Shakespearean
plays as well as symphonies.
But to discredit one form of
culture in order to gain support
for another form is an exercise in
futility and serves only to
disparage both forms.
Certainly you must know that
agriculture is the oldest culture
of our land.
Will Rogers said, "Everyone is
ignorant, only about different
things." Perhaps I should not

quote Rogers for he was only a
Cowboy - anyway he was proud of
that fact. Maybe we should take a
lesson from him.

3*TS^ -W—stv,. ■ m~- y
Perhaps if we all work together
we can improve our selection of
art forms to appreciate.
R. E. Wright

All residence hall space for the fall
semester has been reserved and a waiting
list formed.
In order to assist a large number of
incoming students to locate housing, the
Residence Halls Office will take the name
of any off-campus student who is seeking a
roomate and make this information
available to those students interested.
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Players, Union, music highlight entertainment
*f
by Harry Bayne
and
Chester S. Spell
Associate Editor

Editors Note: The field of entertainment
has over the past year provided many
Clemson students with enjoyment as well
as memories. The Tiger recalls some of
the brighter moments in entertainment
this past year, both at on-campus and
across the nation.
The Clemson Players, still plagued with
the inadequacies of Daniel Auditorium and
other sorrows, managed to produce their
share of sophisticated entertainment.
"Promises, Promises" was * undoubtedly
the season's best theatrical offering. Being
a musical, it was obviously lighter, more
palatable, and geared to a wider audience
;han Shakespeare's "The Merry Wives of
Windsor" — a staple for any drama troupe
— or the largely misunderstood production
of "Woyzeck."
All criticisms aside, the Clemson
Players put in unnumbered hours of
rigorous work to prove their worth as an
asset to Clemson University and the
community. Although still lacking the
promised fine arts center, they will continue to provide high-quality theatre for
those who appreciate that medium.
Drawing a capacity Tillman Auditorium
crowd, former UCLA basketball coach
John Wooden's appearance marked the
zenith in Clemson Speakers Bureau
presentations this year. Wooden is well
known, has a broad appeal and has
something other than sports to talk about.
But honorable mention is certainly due
Allen Funt, whose film antics rocked an
enthusiastic Brackett Hall audience.
Truman Capote bounced in with a moving
reading of his short story, "A Christmas

Memorv."
couDle of well-received
Memory," and a couple
anecdotes which provided an evening.
Most followers of current literature will
be prone to rate E. L. Doctorow'sRagtime
as 1975's best book. But this novel is a
lavish, often gaudy historical novel about
numerous celebrities from earlier in this
century doing the most outlandish things
with other VIP's. Ragtime is a lot of fun for
those who've been searching for that spicy
element in biographical history. But for
those who find history and popular culture
and biography boring they'll stay bored.
A sure bet for 1976's best seller is the
sensational Nixon's Final Days — recently
excerpted in Newsweek; by Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, The Washington
Post's ace reporters, inretrospect largely
credited with cracking the sordid enigma
of Watergate and precipitating the Nixon
resignation.
Dr. Mark Steadman, associate professor
of English at Clemson, published his
second novel during the academic year. A
Lion's Share is a personal reminiscence
about a high school football player who in
Steadman's words "had a lot of potential
for realizing the American Dream," but
who meets a tragic end. A Lion's Share is
set in Savannah in the late 1940's and early
1950's.
Dr. Charles W. Dunn, head of Clemson's
political science department, announced
that he will release his second textbook,
American Democracy Debated. This new
book contains a compendium of pre-tested
debate topics for use in introductory
college-level government courses.
Perhaps the best Student Union event of
the year was provided by Hypnotist Edwin
Barren. A showman at heart, Barron's
demonstration
was
interesting,
provocative, and amusing. Repercussions
which led to a small controversy followed
in his wake.
,
The past year nas seen both changing

*-^
^-^
and continuing trends in the field of pop
music. While many stars of years past
were making, in some cases, extremely
successful comebacks, most of the
established stars continued to have wide
appeal.
One of the most noteworthy albums for
the past year, the arts-entertainment staff
felt, was Paul Simon's Still Crazy After All
These Years. Although the album's hit
single Fifty Ways to Leave Your Lover"
was grossly overplayed on AM Top-40
stations, the album as a whole was very
popular and won the best-album Grammy
award for Simon.
Simon's cohort of past years, Art Garfunkel, also received accolades for his
Breakaway album. Thus, the Simon and
Garfunkel pair continued to experience the
same kind of success as solo artists in
their heyday when performing together.
Other albums nominated as best of the
past year included such works as The
Electric Light Orchestra's Face the Music
and The Eagles' One of these Nights LP.
Elton John continued to be one of the
brightest stars in the constellations of rock
noteriety with his two albums over the past
year, Captain Fantastic and the Brown
Dirt Cowboy and Rock of the Westies.
Many felt that these albums were the
musical heights of the year.
Several notables of the past made
significant comebacks, including Janis
Ian, of "Society's Child" fame in the 60's,
Bob Dylan's comeback with the Rolling
Thunder Revue, and the return of another
60's group — the Jefferson Airplane turned
into a Starship and put out Red Octopus, an
album minus the political songs of the last
decade's recordings.
Many classical music patrons will agree
that RCA's recording of Isao Tomita's
performance of Mussorgsky-Ravel's

_ . •■... _..
*LPictures at an Exhibition" was the Lbest
classical album of the year. His ren^'ion
at the synthesizer was exceptional, and the
increased sales of his records attest to the
brilliance of his work.
Aside from all the personal and group
comebacks, one cannot fail to mention the
musical comeback of jazz-both nationally
as well as on this campus — in the form of
the successful Jazz Ensemble as well as
increased acceptance on the part of
students.
Clemson's Concert Series this year offered a wide variety of enjoyable
programs. The production of "1776" was
superb; this musical added a degree of
"humanness" to our founding fathers, all
too often idolized.
We cannot overlook the thrilling rendition of Mussorgsky-Ravel's majestic
"Pictures at an Exhibition" by the Garde
Republicaine Band of Paris. Max Morath's
"The Ragtime Years" was a marvelous
one-man show, featuring unparalleled
singing, dancing, and keyboard capers.
Few present that night can forget the
Charlotte Symphony's presentation of
Ravel's enchanting "Bolero." And as a
reminder of the Bicentennial, Robert Shaw
pulled a vicacious, lively interpretation of
Ives' popular "Variations on 'America' "
out of his exhausted Atlanta Symphony to
cap off a dynamic performance.
Mrs. Mary Ann Busching, a Clemson
resident rapidly gaining national acclaim,
gave the Clemson community its besi
chamber music performance of the year
Singing favorite selections from Ger
shwin's "Porgy and Bess," she captivated
a large audience in Daniel Hall shortly
after returning from an engagement at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington.

THEY'RE GOING TO MAKE A FORTUNE!
IftheFedsdotft stop them...
If the Coast Guard doesrfi catch them...
If the Syndicate doesn't get them...

LIZA
GENE
MINNELLI
BURT
HACKMAN,_ REYNOLDS

We have the
complete line of

Connelly Skis.

LUCKY LADY
SHOWS AT
7 & 9:10
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Speaker urges legalization of marijuana
by Jeannie Stowe
Assistant News Editor
Tim Skidmore, the Southeastern
Coordinator of the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), spoke Wednesday night in
Lowry Auditorium on his organization's
support for the "removal of all criminal
and civil penalties for the private
possession of marijuana for personal use."
NORML is a professional lobbying group
to promote the decriminalization of
marijuana laws.
Skidmore began his speech declaring
that marijuana is a "recreational drug."
He stressed that NORML discourages the
view that marijuana is not a recreational
drug and feels it unfortunate that
marijuana laws are "tragically enforced."
"The most dangerous aspects of
marijuana are the laws ... the United
States has become a police state," commented Skidmore.
Since 1965, 1,900,000 people have been
arrested for marijuana violations. Of
these, 93 per cent were arrested for simple
possession, 66 per cent were arrested for
possession of one-half ounce or less of
marijuana, and 88 per cent were under 26
years old. FBI Crime Reports for 1974
stated that seven of every ten drug arrests
were marijuana violations.
Skidmore related results of scientific
reports on marijuana concluding that
marijuana has no harmful effects.
Marijuana is less dangerous than alcohol
or tobacco. A Jamaican study proved that
users performed better on certain tests
than non-users. Marijuana has been found
to be an effective treatment for glaucoma,
an aid in chemotherapy, and an aid in the
removal of warts, according to Skidmore.

"It is non-addicting; it is not a narcotic;
and it does not cause madness," Skidmore
stated.
and Skidmore commented, "It is here to
stay." According to a 1975 HEW report, the
number of Americans who have tried
marijuana is 33.6 million, and 53 per cent
of America's 18 to 25 year olds have
smoked marijuana.
Skdmore suggested that more effort be
made by the government to educate people

about drugs and that it use more
resources to curtail alcoholism. The
taxpayers spend 600 million dollars for
marijuana arrests and 70 per cent of the
resources of law enforcement are devoted
to marijuana laws.
In a survey conducted for the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, 86 per cent of the
country's adults favor no jail sentences for
marijuana possession or use.
Skidmore
contended
that

"decriminalization of marijuana laws in
Oregon did not make that much difference
in the number of marijuana users." Of the
eight states that have NORML
organizations, none are in the Southeast.
Alaska has decriminalized marijuana
laws, declaring that it is unconstitutional
to invade a citizen's right to privacy.
Skidmore remained after the speech to
discuss the possibility of creating a,
NORML organization at Clemson.

Improvements

(continued from page 1)
Since 1970, the use oi tne asbestos in this
spray has been, for all practical purposes,
discontinued because of the danger to
workers who would be exposed to asbestos particles in the raw state.
Mr. Joseph Mullin, a marketing
manager for Spray Craft Corporation, the
company who manufactured the product,
stated that his firm has never been involved in any litigation because of their
product. He specified that asbestos is a
part of an ore that is mined, and that it is
"harmful only in the free form." Mullin
also confirmed the fact that "no one has
ever shown that the finished product is
related to lung cancer."
He emphasized that the real danger with
asbestos lies in industry, where asbestos
could be readily found in its free form. He
also stated that it is not illegal to use
asbestos in construction. It is merely too
expensive and too cumbersome to take the
proper safeguards to protect those who
work with it, he stated. This is the reason,
according to him, for the discontinuation
of the use of the spray.

We'll roll a piece up
to your door.

How about an omelet?
They're next door you know.
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Volunteers needed for ambulance service
by Chester S. Spell
Associate Editor
A controversial issue which has concerned both Clemson students and administrators for some years may now be
near resolution.
The question concerns the absence of an
on-campus ambulance service on the
Clemson campus. It now appears that if
enough volunteers can be found to work in
such a service, a service will be in
operation next year.
The need for an ambulance service
came to the attention of several students
and Dr. Justin Hair, director of the
Redfern Health Center after events of the
past few weeks.
According to Harold Price, student body
president, "it came to our attention that
there was a need for an ambulance service
at Clemson because of an accident during
Greek Week games. It took 30 minutes
before the injured person was picked up,"
Price said.
The current service," Pride continued,
"comes from Central and usually takes
about 20 minutes to get to the campus."
The system proposed for the Clemson
campus would require about 20 volunteers
who are certified Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs).
"The EMTs would be on call 24 hours a
day and live in a room converted to a
special dorm in Redfern," said Price.
"We are also trying to set up a system
where the University would pay for any
students wishing to train to become EMTs
and volunteer to be in the ambulance
service," Price added.

According to Price, courses for EMT
certification are offered at Tri-County
Tech and consist of 100 hours of training —
3 hour sessions for two nights a week,
lasting about 13 weeks. The cost is 30
dollars per person and the certification is
valid for 3 years.
The need for an ambulance service,
while being realized, must be volunteer
because of the lack of expected calls,
according to Price. "On the average about
12 ambulance calls can be expected each
year on campus, Price said. "This is why it
has been felt by Dr. Hair and others that
paid ambulance workers are not feasible,"

1. Do you favor establishing an
ambulance service on campus?
Yes

No

2. Are you currently an EMT
(Emergency
Medical
Technician)?
Yes

Yes

No

For what reason?

Yes

5. After receiving training would
you volunteer to serve in answering ambulance calls at
Clemson University?
Yes

Old
Pendleton
Road
Bohind
Armory

1
$199
1

16 oz. PBR

Armour Sausage 3/89

Maxwell House Coffee

Phone

Please return this survey to
Student Government or if interested call and leave your
name at 656-2195.
CORRECTION
AUBULANCE SERVICE
QUESTIONNAIRE

No

Return Refrigerators
To The Dept. of Services
This Week.
Thur. April 22

2:30-4:30

Fri.

April 23

2:304:30

Sat

April 24 11:00-2:00

West Campus
(Thur. & Sat)

« «.*.

Cube Steak
Chuck Steak

6. Name

No

$199

16 oz. Schlitz
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4. Would you be willing to undergo approximately 3 months of
training (2 evenings a week 3
hours a night) at Tri-County Tech
paid by the University to become
certified as a EMT?

During
the
academic
year:
During the Summer:

No

3. Are you interested in becoming
so trained?

CLOSE MON., TUE., WED.-7:00 PM
THUR., FRL, SAT-9:00 PM

limit 1 with order of 7.50

Currently, other questions about the
ambulance service are being investigated
by Mike Morris, student senator on the
Health Services Committee.

"Mike is writing various schools all over
the country which have on-campus ambulance services about their system and
how it is working," Price said.
In addition to hoping for a response from
the questionaire below, student
organizations are being contacted to see if
they can supply some of the needed
volunteers to the ambulance service. "We
are getting in contact and hope to get help
from such groups as the Pre-Medical
Society, the APO, and possibly the
Hotline," Price said.

Ambulance service Questionnaire

SUPEK MARKETS

Armour
Treet
limit 2 with order of $7.50

Price related.
Another question before the potential
ambulance service is whether a new
ambulance would be needed. Price explained, "We may be able to convert the
van that Chief of Security Jack Wooden
now uses back into an ambulance, but we
don't know the details of how much work
would be involved here. A new ambulance
fully equipped would cost about $18,000."

Bradley Hall Basement

$159
East Campus

c
ib. 79(
$119
lb.

(Fri.)

Lever Hall Basement
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Rochester responds to complaints of high cost
by Steve Matthews
News Editor
The Physical Plant has been accused by
certain students, faculty, and administrators of spending an excess of
money on some jobs they have performed.
"I think that in nearly every case, once
you find out what was involved in doing it,
this will explain the cost," Roy Rochester,
Director of the Physical Plant, commented.
The Physical Plant is responsible for all
maintenance, operations, and construction
work on the campus of Clemson University.
Last year the Physical Plant was
budgeted $9,370,737. Most of that amount
(5,654,569) was allocated by the University
directly, while $3,716,168 was reimbursed
from the budgets of specific divisions of
the University.
Jack Young, who heads Housing and
Auxiliary Services remarked that he had
complained about one of the Physical
Plant's rules. The rule requires at least
two employees to be used on each maintenance job.
Rochester acknowledged the rule. "I
admit that it is not always enough work for
two people, but we have had some bad
instances over a period of years," he said.
In some past instances, "our people have
been accused of stealing," Rochester
stated.
Lyle Wilcox, Dean of the College of
Engineering, stated that the Physicl
Plant's prices generally are higher than
the estimates, and in one instance, that of
the installation of cabling for the Remote
Commuting Terminal, the cost overran the
estimate by $800 to $1200.

Some electrical rewiring done for
WSBF, the student radio station, cost $499
as compared with the $300 estimate, according to former Program Director
Eddie Odell. The job was done in
December 1974.
Carl W. Helms, head of the department
of zoology, said that the College of
Sciences had been charged "over $500" by
the Physical Plant for the installation of a
sink. He had expected it to cost "about
$250, at most." Before doing the job the
Physical Plant had estimated that it would
cost $300.
"When you estimate things such as this,
you make the assumption, that the drain
line can be tied in. If the mechanics find
that it isn't possible after they cut into the
line, you've got two choices: either stop,
and let them have something they can't
use, or go ahead and finish the job (at a
higher cost)," Rochester remarked.
"Estimates are a ball park figure,"
according to Rochester. "We don't do any
engineering until the job is approved.
Because we didn't do the job, it would be a
waste of our time to have done the
engineering," he explained.
"The estimates are, hopefully, as
realistic as they can be with the information that we have," Rochester
stated.
Bernard Caffrey, head of the department of Psychology, contended the
Physical Plant's pricing has been "out of
sight." The installation of conduit "we
thought would cost about $20, but actually
cost $115," he said.
Rochester commented that Caffrey's
figure of $20 was unrealistic as "he doesn't
know anything about electrical work."
Cafferey commented that the Physical

Plant had estimated the cost of converting
a classroom into four offices as $12,000.
"You could build a house for that much
money," he contended.
Rochester said that in order to do this
job, "You would have to cut up the floor,
chip out a trench, put pipes in, and repour
the floor," just for the installation of an air
conditioning system. "It's not just putting
up four walls," he stated.
One student, Peter J. Groen, related that
the Physical Plant installed two air conditioners in his married student housing
apartments for a price of $150.
"Before the job was done, Landers
Appliance of Pendleton said it would cost
$70," he remarked. "If I had known, I
would have done it myself."
"We take our instructions from the

housing office," Rochester stated. "We did
what they wanted. I think what we did was
reasonable," he said.
TAPS, the yearbook staff, also had work
done by the Physical Plant. The removal
of a temporary wall and the relocating of
electrical work was done for TAPS about
one year ago, according to former Editorin-Chief R. Scott Myers.
"We got ripped off," Myers said of the
cost of $349.62. "We were charged for a job
that wasn't completed. For one set of
lights there's no switch, so it is impossible
to turn it on. They also put a light switch in
the ceiling," he stated.
Rochester "seriously doubts" Myer's
charges. "We just do not put light switches
in the ceiling—light switches go in the
wall." he rpmnrlroH

Campus Colloquy: the work ethic
by Dan W. Lufkin
(A founder of the investment banking
concern of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette,
Inc.; and a former governor of the New
York Stock Exchange, Dan W. Lufkin was
recently appointed Connecticut's first
Commissioner of its new Department of
Environmental Protection. He also serves
as a trustee of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, and the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency.)
We have heard a lot recently about the
"work ethic". Smacking as it does of
Puritanism, Calvinism, Sunday School
maxims and a host of self-righteous
aphorisms popular in a bygone era; it is
not one of the most exciting phrases to
describe a major motivating force of our
society. In fact, it is downright out of style!
But, whether we accept it or not, the "work
ethic" will be as lively an issue in shaping
our future as it has been in determining
our past.
It became popular about twenty years
ago to speak of America in the closing
decades of the twentieth century as a
society of abundance. We envisioned our
continent as a great wealth-producing
machine into which we poured an
inexhaustible supply of raw materials and
from which we received an equally
inexhaustible supply of the good things of
life. The work week shortened. Technology
lessened the individual's load. Government took an ever-more paternalistic cast.
Because it all seemed so automatic, so
effortless, both the meaning of work and
its intrinsic value and contributions
became blurred and confused—for a time.
Young people, especially, encouraged to
believe that the gentle ruminations of
Consciousness III would produce a
fresher, greener nation, consigned the
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work ethic to the junk heap of Consciousness I, preferring instead to substitute other ethics less harsh, less competitive, and less demanding.

Having agreed on the need for work, the
nature of the ethic must be considered. Is
it ethical to work in the profit system? Is
work under such a system as ennobling as
work in a "commune" or a "people's

Now, today, our embattled society
stands in the ruins of its cities, amidst the
debasement of its natural heritage, and
listens to the great wealth-producing
machine slowly clank to a halt. Looking for
an easy solution, we seek some magic
mechanic to get it operating in high gear
again, to solve problems only vaguely
understood. Surely there's a button to
press or something or someone to kick.
Sadly, the remedy seems to have escaped
us; curiously, it is that musty oldfashioned phrase "work ethic" that may
prove our salvation yet.

republic"? Here again I think that the
answer is self-evident. We are, all of us,
oriented to the profit motive. In all its
forms, it is truly the goose that has laid the
golden egg. For some the profit is money,
for others, perquisites, for still others, it is
an intangible set of values—society, not
self-directed. But the glory of our
pluralistic, multi-valued system is that
there is ethic enough for everybody—just
as there is work enough to go around.

The work ethic implies, first of all, that
there is meaningful work to be done.
Surely all of us, whether on the conservative right or radical left, stuffed
shirts or shirtless, can agree on this fact.
In America today, there is more work to be
done than people or wealth to do it. We
have a continent to clean up and rebuild.
There are cities to restore, resources to
reclaim, raw materials to harvest more
wisely and products to manufacture more
safely and with greater care for the consequences of their distribution. A decade
ago, we looked to the primitive emerging
nations as the last great arena of the work
ethic. Now we see that sophisticated,
developed nations stand in even greater
need and that without much hard, constructive effort, they will rapidly become
the declining nations buried under their
own excesses.

needed if we as a society or as individuals
are to have a future. And because there is
so much to be done, there can be no free
ride for the able, the strong, and the wisenot if we, our system and our way of life
are to survive.
NOW THRU TUES. APR. 27

Money profit will motivate many, thank
heaven, enabling our enterprises to supply
our needs, modernize, diversify, protect
against pollution and play a more
significant role in activities such as
minority groups job training and urban
rebuilding.
Social profit will motivate many
others—enabling them to work constructively, lead creative, productive lives
and still dedicate a portion of their efforts
to the improvement of life in all its forms.
And spiritual profit will motivate still
others as they work in fields where
monetary compensation is not paramount
but where the satisfaction of service to
mankind is its own reward.
Whatever the meuium, and I don't think
the medium is overly important, hard,
honest, creative work of all kinds will bev
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SMUTS
Clemson wins title—mil host tournament
Clemson concluded their regular
baseball season Tuesday with a 10-4 victory over Wofford, and ended up with a 2913 record going into the conference
tournament. The playoffs will be held at
Clemson on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Clemson defeated Virginia twice by
identical 9-0 scores, one game being a nohit performance by Ron Musselman on the
mound, and knocked off Maryland 8-6 to
win the conference regular season
championship outright.
Against Virginia, Ron Musselman
allowed one batter to reach base on a walk
in the second inning, and went on to collect
his sixth win. It is the second time this
season that Musselman has thrown a
nearly perfect game.
Dave Caldwell picked up two triples
against Maryland, and the Tigers got solid
pitching from Bob Mahoney, as they came
from a 4-0 deficit to down the Terps 8-6.
This gave Clemson the right to host the
conference tournament for the first time,
and automatically puts them in the doubleelimination bracket of the tournament.
The other six teams will pair off and play a
game with the winners advancing to
Clemson on Friday.
The Tigers seem confident going into the
tournament. They have been playing good
baseball for the past month, and nearly
everyone has had a hand in their successes. Coach Wilhelm said, "We have
won 18 of our last 21 games, since the
Toledo series. It's like I said a few weeks
ago when our guys were in a slump; I told
you they would come around, and they
have. They have hung in there the whole
way. Some individuals have had it tough at
times, but they've come around. Nilsson's
bat has come alive, and Wingo got three
hits the night we played Wofford."

Wilhelm continued praising the job his
Tiger's have done by saying, "Our overall
attitude is excellent. Most of our wins were
on the road, and we have only been out of
that one ballgame, with Duke, during this
stretch. You have got to tip your hats to
these guys. They have driven and ridden a
lot of miles, and had to make numerous
adjustments on the road. Now that the
tournament is here, I believe they will be
ready to play good ball. It's going to be an
exciting tournament, and I believe we can
win it."
Going into post-season play, the Tigers
have four players over the .300 mark. They
are Steve Tucker (.354), Kurt Seibert
(.341), David Caldwell (.317), and Bill
Foley (.301). The Tigers have not done too
badly in the record-setting columns this
year either. Steve Tucker set a new school
record with the 13 doubles, and freshman
Robert Bonnette's 169 at bats in the season
erased another mark.
Dave Caldwell's two triples in the
Maryland game tied him for the most
triples in a single game.
Chuck Caldwell's two triples in the
Maryland game tied him for the most
triples in a single game.
Chuck Porter's three shut-outs this
season ties him with the most shut-outs in
a season. Ron Musselman's no-hitter
against Virginia was the sixth for a
Clemson team, the last one coming in 1973.
Senior Steve Tucker is closing in on
Denny Walling's single-season hit mark of
59. Tucker has 56.
Dave Caldwell is one triple short of tying
the record of 8 triples in a single season set
by Don Russell in 1969.
As far as career records go, some of the
Tigers may get a couple. Kurt Seibert is
closing in on a pair. He has scored 106 runs
in his career, which is three short of the

Parker Moore takes
ACC individual title

joint record of 109 set by Rusty Adkins and
Craig White. Seibert has also stolen 34
bases in the past three seasons. The record
is 38 stolen bases, set by Rusty Adkins
(1965-66-67).

tournament everything is on the line. If th>
Tigers lose twice in the tournament thei
season is over. Clemson would very mucl
like to be the team to represent th'
Atlantic Coast Conference in the Easteri
Regionals.

The other record is being chased by
Steve Tucker. He has 35 career doubles.
The record is held by Craig White, who had
36.

The tournament will begin Friday ai
ternoon with Clemson playing the winne
of the Wake Forest-N.C. State game a
12:30. The second game will begin ,at
p.m., and it will feature the winner of th
Duke-Maryland game against the winne
of the North Carolina-Virginia game.

Clemson is also closing in on some team
records. They will definitely attain the
team at bat record of 1495. They now have
1493 this season.
The record for team hits is 427, set in
1969. This year the Tigers have 404.
The single-season record for doubles is
75, set last year. At the present moment
this years team has 65.
The most runners left on base in a single
season by a Clemson team is 384, set in
1969. This year the team has left 373.
Most of these records seem very attainable this season. The Tigers will not be
thinking of records as much as they will be
trying to win the tournament. For in the

fte^

Mike Columbus, last year's ACC discus
champion, won the event again this year
with a throw of 169 feet. Former high
school All-American, Columbus has also
qualified for the NCAA's this summer in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Senior Ed fern, qualifier for the Olympic
trials, continued his winning ways as he
set a new ACC meet record by jumping a
height of seven feet. Fern also won the
event last year. Teammate Shane Stroup
was not far behind Fern with a jump ot
6'10" in second place.
The most outstanding performance for
the Tigers was from Stuart Ralph. Ralpn
heaved the javelin 266 feet 5 inches for first
place and a new meet record. This throw
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A ticket for the entire tournament wr
cost $5 for adults, and $2 for students
Individual day tickets cost $2 for adults
and $1 for students. Everyone will b
required to buy a ticket, includin
Clemson students and season ticke
holders.
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Good Sun.-Thurs., April 25-29.

By Bob Douglas
This year at the ACC Outdoor Track and
Field Championships, the Tigers failed to
reach their goal of a third place finish.
Despite the poor team finish by the Tigers,
they had three first place finishes in the
Discus, the high jump and the javelin.

Saturday's games will be at 10:30 a.m.,
p.m., and 3:30 p.m., and Sunday'
championship will begin at 1 p.m. If
second game is needed to decide th
winner, then it will be played immediatel
after the first one.

I
was a new personal record for Stu who had
a previous best of 243 feet. Stuart Ralph is
also the second Tiger trackman to qualify
for the United States Olympic Trials.

Coach Ibrahim felt that Ralph's outstanding performance on Friday would
have sparked the team to a higher than
fifth place finish.
Dean Matthews set a new school record
in the steeple chase with a time of 9:14.
This went over the old mark by ten
seconds, which was also held by Matthews.

In the sprints, the Tigers took two places
in the 400 meters and a third place in the
400 meter relay. Kenneth George took
third place in the 400 meters with a time of
47.7 and Tony Mgbo took fifth in the same
race with a time of 48.2.
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Parker Moore wins individual golf honors
Last weekend, the Clemson Golf team
participated in the ACC championships
held at Northridge Country Club in
Raleigh. Although the team finished fifth
in the team competition, the team
members are all smiles for one individual.
That individual is Parker Moore, a senior
from Laurens.
Parker Moore finished first out of a field
that included the past two NCAA champions, Curtis Strange and Jay Haas from
Wake Forest, and their national championship school team, to claim the individual honors in this year's ACC Golf
.Championships. The event marked the
first time in Clemson history that any
Tiger golfer has captured top honors in the
ACC, and golf coach Bobby Robinson is
tickled right down to his golf shoes.
"Parker has really come into his own
this year," said the smiling coach. "I'm

not all that surprised that he won. He
played very consistant golf. He hit more
greens than (Vance) Heaffner and
(Curtis) Strange. Parker just outplayed
them and deserved to win."
Moore never held the lead in the competition until near the end of the 54-hole
event. Curtis Strange, low scoring
amateur in the Masters Tournament the
previous weekend, and Vance Heaffner
from N.C. State were battling head-tohead for the first two days. Parker,
however, stayed within one shot-going into
the last round with a 71-68-139 total.
Starting in the same threesome as the
previous day, with Strange and Heaffner,
Moore began the last round. After 13 holes,
Strange seemed to be leaving the field as
he was holding a two-stroke lead over
Moore. On the 14th hole, however, Strange
got into trouble and triple-bogeyed. This
turn of events allowed Moore, then in
second, to move into a one-shot lead. He
picked up a birdie on the 17th, giving him a
two shot lead, and parred the 18th for his
second straight 68 and a one-stroke victory
in the tournament.
"I've been playing very well the past
four-or five weeks," stated Moore." I don't
know exactly what it is. Something just
clicked and I like it." He went on to say,
"the trophy isn't really all that big but I
don't care. Being ACC champion means
more than anything."
Parker's season stroke average has
been 73.8, but in the past four games he has
been playing much better than that. "The
last 13 rounds that he has played, he has
been 11 strokes under par," stated coach
Robinson. His stroke average has been
about 71 for those last tournaments."

Moore stated, "I really didn't feel any
pressure until the 15th, when I had a one
shot lead. Then I got nervous. I knew that
if I hung in, and hit a solid ball, I could win.
The birdie on 17 really helped. I just had to
get the ball in the hole on 18 to win. I went
ahead and tapped in my putt for a par so I
could get my round over with, just before
Curtis birdied."
Coach Robinson had nothing but praise
for Moore. "Parker has really made a lot
of improvement during the past year, and

he is our most consistant golfer. He will
represent us a couple more times before he
graduates."
Whether or not Moore will participate in
the NCAA tournament is still unknown. To
be selected, he must be chosen as an individual player, because the team did not
win the tournament. Coach Robinson feels
that his chances are good." He'd better be
selected. He definitely should be after his
win."

Intramural sports
winding down
Tennis, soccer, and volleyball are
winding down toward the intramural
championships. In tennis, the men's
singles championship was won by Bill
Bembo as he defeated Robert Jerdon. The
women's singles was won by Patricia
Cunningham with a victory over Dorothea
Taylor.

In the doubles competition, Jane Julian
and Vickie Goetsch defeated Marge
McFadden and Kathy Hirsh while the
garduate champions were Robert Hill and
Sam Buckner, as they handed a defeat to
Bill Koon and Halman Bryant.

In soccer and volleyball, several teams
remain undefeated with the champions in
both sports to be chosen in the near future.
In the spring intramural track meet,
held last week, the Rons gathered the most
points to become overall champions.
Rock Hill native John London was the
winner in the horseshoe competition,
following in the path of two previous Rock
Hill champions.
The Intramural office has announced
that all deposits from all spring sports
must be picked in the office by May 1, or
they will be forfeited.

Why Army ROTC?
The concept of offering Army ROTC to students
on college campuses is perhaps best explained in the words of
Dr. Lee S. Dreyfus, Chancellor, University of Wisconsin al
Stevens Point.
"ROTC is not the presence of the military in the
university, but rather the presence of the university in.the military'.'
Through ROTC you have the chance to bring- four
diversity of education and contemporary ideas into the Array. To
put them to use from a position of leadership. To enable the Army
to relate to the thoughts and feelings of our ever-changing society.

Veteran's Options
If you're a veteran returning to college. Army ROTC
can be especially helpful. In most cases, your time in service will
replace the Basic Course, so you'll go right into the Advanced
Course in your junior year. And you'll not only be getting the SKX)
monthly subsistence allowance, but also all the benefits provided
for you by the G. I.Bill.
As a veteran you'll also have the option, when Army
requirements permit, ofgoing on active duty for two years, or serving on active duty for training (ADT) for three to six months,
followed by assignment to a National Guard or Armv Reserve unit.
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AAMfttS ZULLZtkH
THE ALPHA PHI OMEGA BOOK EXCHANGE HAS
OPENED IN THE YMCA IN ROOM NO. 31. THE BOOK
EXCHANGE IS OPEN FROM 12 P.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
APRIL 21 THROUGH APRIL 30. COME SELL YOUR
BOOKS NOW!
THE LOST AND FOUND service located at the Info
Desk on the loggia in the Union has a lot of unclaimed
items. Jackets, books, watches, and keys are the most
numerous among the unclaimed items. Proper I.D. can
claim any of these items.
SERVICE OFFERED: Have truck to transport your
personal belongings to New Jersey. Reasonable rates
and excellent care. Call Bob at 654 4395.
WHOEVER wants to sell the 71 Triumph that was
advertised on April lS's Tin«»- ~i"~« --"."-■-■

ALASKA PIPELINE JOB INFO: Over 50 employers of
high paying jobs in Construction, Catering. Dock
Workers and many more. For details write to Box 5 (AL
Batabia, N.Y. 14020.
WANTED: 1 female roommate needed for 1st session
summer school. Good location and walking distance.
Royal Oaks Apts. 654-5296.
WANTED: Dependable person to drive car to San
Antonia at the end of school. Also, need dependable
person to share driving U-Haul truck to San Antonio on or
about May 11. Expenses enroute to right persons. Prof.
Shuler. 654-4744.
WANTED: 2 3 bedroom house trailer, anytime before
Auo. Contact Stephen Carwile at 427 3485. Union, S.C.

HOTLINE'S LOGO CONTEST will continue one more
week, so enter now! Just draw a new design with the
name HOTLINE and the no. 654 1040 somewhere on it.
Turn in entries tp the marked box at the Info desk on the
loggia. The winner may pick any album from Schooikids
Records as the prize. Also any student interested in
becoming a HOTLINE volunteer may call 654-1040 8 p.m.
ti 8 a .m. Our lines are open 7 days a week thru exams.
FOR SALE: Apache fold-out camper, sleeps 6. Canvas
is in very good condition and has a current S.C. tag and
inspection sticker. Extras, i.e. coleman stove, 2 gallons
of fuel, canopy extension cord, 2 fender mirrors. $725.
Phone 654 6047.
FOR SALE: 7V2 inch Sony TC-353D Reelto-reel tape
deck; 3 speeds, 3 motors, 3 heads; less than 1 year old;
must sell; asking $220, but negotiable; see Walter in
A909.

YMCA will hold a special meeting Jn the YMCA
auditorium at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, April 27, to approve a
sale of the house and lot belonging to YMCA at 229 N.
Clemson Ave. and to authorize the execution of a deed to
the purchaser. All community and student YMCA
members are invited and encouraged to attend.
APPLICATIONS are now available for BEOG for the
1976-77 academic year. The awards range up to $1000 and
is a non-repayable gift assistance. Any under-graduate
who would like to nave an application, or who has
questions about the BEOG program should go by the
Financial Aid Office in Rm. 106 of Sikes.
HELP! Need place to live at beach in summer. Prefer
O.D. section. Call 654-9919 or B713and ask for Louis.
FOR RENT: Both summer sessions, Central furnished. Call William at 639-6789.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

Summer is here, girls.
Two months early, but we're ready.
We've got sundresses, knit tops,
rugby shirts, casual and dress
shoes.

*

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail
order catalog. Enclose $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., NO. 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

RESEARCH
FREE CATALOG!

Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• Research Papers
• Essays
• Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WHITING

ABORTION AND
BIRTH CONTROL

Information And Referral-No Fee
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General
Anesthesia.
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation
Also Available.
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS.
Non-Profit ...

202-298-7995

,

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg, #1602
Chicago, Illinois 60610
312-337-2704

EUROPE
fare

isg»«
=L

.oil.ree800-325-4867 A

<m Un.Travel Charters

MUSIC
*

MACHINE No. 2
Gents, do your last minute shopping

"Pooky's

with us. Go looking for your summer

POWERHOUSE"

job in one of our suits.
We have relaxing casual wear also.
Some limited winter Hems are
still in stock at very reduced
prices for both men and women.

Pooky says, "I wanted a system with natural tone balance and thumping low bass like
my Instrument. Man I wanted all the music. Music Machine No. 2 was the only system
within my reach that had everything I wanted to hear. Advent gets It together with the
only speaker made for less than a hundred bucks that covers the full bandwidth of real
music from the lowest bass to highs only a dog can hear (and I don't mean my
girlfriend). The Harman Kardon 330B has what it takes to get the music out with
power and features found on most three hundred dollar receivers, a real bargain.
With all that power and response I needed a turntable with very low noise and a
cartridge with that tight clean punchy sound I hear on stage. The BSR 2310W with an
ADC magnetic cartridge matched perfectly. A complete system that gave me all the
music without taking all my money."
HARMAN KARDON 330B AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
BSR 2310W AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE complete
SMALLER ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS

219.95
110.85
184.00
list price 514.10

UJIJB

llniurrfitty §ljmf

SYSTEM PRICE $455.00
58.00 DOWN, 37.00 MO. (12 MOS.)

'The Nation's Largest Group of Apparel Stores
Catering Exclusively to College Students".
208 COLLEGE AVENUE
654-4484
Store Hours
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat

Value our prices are based on our cost, not on suggested retail. Product for product
they are as low as any legitimate dealer offering the same services and that Includes
the warehouses. True value Is not measured by the size of the discount.
It's what you get for what you pay that really counts. Compare prices, compare
quality, compare service: you'll find the best values at John Brookshire's Music
measured by the size of the discount.

Prop. Steve Poteet

MACHINE
April 22,1976

4024 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, S.C.
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 5:30
P.M.
Closed Wednesdays Ph: 224-2584
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by B. B. King
For Riley "B. B." King, the
Blues started in a Mississippi
cotton field. Blues has a language
of its own, the deep stabbing hurt
that only the lost, lonely and
downtrodden can know. With his
guitar, Lucille, the language has
been his — each note and each
word represents a slice of anguish
in B. B.'s life. After twenty-one
years a new generation has tuned
in, and the most incredible aspect
of it all is that the King of the
Blues did it without compromise.)
Today, I am glad that I am the
Black man called B. B. King, but
some time ago I wasn't. Sure, I
was happy to be here and alive,
but I'm talking about to be really
proud. I'm beginning to feel like
I'm somebody. I am a Black man,
I have black kinky hair and a big
nose, which is a trait of a true
Afro-American person, and that
when you've got something of
your own, just as other people
have something of their own, you
should be proud of that little bit
that you've got because yours can
measure up to theirs.
Young Black kids today are just
beginning to look at the blues
without the feeling of shame that
their elders did. Blues music was
considered cheap and low-down
and you weren't ever supposed to
talk about it much less sing it.
During the protests of the last 12
or 15 years the Black kids were
trying to raise themselves up and
they didn't want anything they
felt that would stand in the way of
their progress. Blues and blues
singers made them feel ashamed
and in some cases they almost
had ground to feel that way. They
heard that guys got drunk, and
nobody ever saved any money, or

made it big or anything. So if you
mentioned blues it wasn't like
saying Duke Ellington, or
somebody else in jazz, which the
society looks up to.
Many times a Black kid would
come up to me and say, "You're
B. B. King. I don't like you, but
my dad or my grandmother likes
you." Well, this hurts. This hurts
and you have no defense. My only
defense would be, "I'm glad
somebody in your family digs
me." Which is a little weird when
you say something like that, but I
really meant it that I was glad
that somebody dug me.
People are so class conscious;
they associate blues with the
ghetto. They don't respect it.
Certain Black audiences, before
they'r willing to give credit, they
wait until the media have picked
up on you. Ray Charles has been a
genius for 20 years, but for a long
time he only had that precious
little in-group of followers; finally
he got some national publicity,
then the disc jockeys played him
right along with the pop artists,
and that's when most Black
people accepted him.
The way I figure it, blues is a
way of life — black life. It is
saying, "Okay, you brought us
over on slave ships, kept us in
chains, worked us for nothing, and
I'm tired of it. We've tried your
way, now let's try it my way."
The momentum is picking up
now. Black kids are looking for
the roots from where they came
from. Now Black kids would come
up and say to me, "I never
thought much about the blues. I
didn't care much about it — you
can't dance on it, but after
reading about you, I now appreciate what you've done."
This is worth all the heartches
and the times when people talked
bad about me. I would say to these
kids, "Well, if you dig me, after a
while, you'll dig the blues,
because I'm going to keep right on
playing them."
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H* MINT
We're Right;
You're Wrong
"I'm sick and tired of it, the entire Buzzard staff is
tired of it and the ninth level janitor is tired of it. What
are we tired of? Your bitching. If we put Tates on the
front cover you bitch, if we don't write about him, you
bitch.
When our football team goes 2-9, who do you come
to? Us. When our players put on a lousy play who do
you go to? Again, us. And what do you do when you
come to us? Bitch.
If we don't put out something controversial you
bitch. If we do put out something controversial, the
administration "mildly objects" (bitches). No matter
what we print, you write in and say we're wrong.
Well, it's time to set the record straight. Not only
are we always right but you the students, ain't right.
It even says so in the Buzzard's constitution. To quote,
it says, "In accordance with the first amendment of
the United States, members of the media, no matter
how ragged looking, are above the law. Thus Buzzard
staff members have the freedom and responsibility to
be libelous and crude. Buzzard staff members are
always right."
You doubt this, then perhaps the following cases
will change your mind:
First case: One Traitor Tates was well-off and wellliked before he messed with the Buzzard last May.
But after accusing the Buzzard of supporting IPTAAY, he found himself out on the streets, a broken
man in Buffalo.
Second case: Sinister Eager B. Brawn, called a
Buzzard staff member a long hair yankee. Last October his car was mysteriously sabotaged. Today, the
Eager Brown Student Union is called Eager Brown
Memorial Student Union.
Third case: Before Pugnose Razzenel burned a
Buzzard issue at a rally, Pug was a big man in this
state. A year has passed and Pug is now feverishly
campaigning for sanitation engineer in Dillion, S.C.
One final case: Assistant Athletic director for
Clemmons, Pretty Boy Floyd, withheld vital information from the Buzzard. Today, Floyd has
learned in the worst possible way not to mess with the
Buzzard, for he is currently working for Paul "I'm a
Gamecock" Diesel. Enough Said. Amen! Right on!
Dy-no-mite! Hell Yes!
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Letters
Dear morons,
turkeys
Dear Editor,
I think you and your staff are a
bunch of turkeys, morons, crack
pots, assholes, and weirdos. I
mean really—who the hell do you
think you are?
Don't you think it was a little
too much saying our last
production was "about as exciting as seven toilets flushing in
unison?" And I don't think an
objective reviewer would have
said that our make up made us
look like "a bunch of zombies,
pygmies, and with doctors from
the jungles of Africa."
I would also like to abuse your
paper, if it is possible to further
abuse it, by making a few more
Why can Washington D.C.,
afford a $24 billion arts center
when we at Clemmons can only
afford a $38 renovation of
Danielle Hell?
$38 renovation of Danielle Hell?
One final gripe—why do you
keep beating our plays into the
ground, when we don't beat the
feathers off of your Buzzard? I
mean...you ain't right!
We sincerely ask the Buzzard
to fly North forever, and leave us
alone.
Disrespectfully yours,
The Clemmons Players

Don't call
Us Greeks
Dear editor,
As officers of the Intrapaternal
Council we are shocked, (not to
mentioned alarmed) stunned and
startled by the Buzzard's persistence in stooping to trite ethnic
jokes. Why do you insist on
calling us Greeks? Is there a
-eason for setting us apart from
jther students by our national
heritage? Isn't it enough that you
and other students place us on a
pedestal because of our looks and
actions? Is it our fault God Made
us studs and slighted all you
Dormos. Hell no, its not our fault.
In praternal brotherhood and
that other BS,
Tuna Salad.

Student happ;
With changes
Dear Editor:
I am a devoted Clemmons
student, and I take pride in all of
the functions of this institution.
This includes the Buzzar
However, I have a gripe.
I don't think that your farcical
newspaper, THE TIGER, serves
any purpose. I don't find any of
the things that are printed in it
the least bit funny. And the way
that you make fun of the faculty
and prominent students is appalling. These people only try to
do their best to serve all of us,
and I don't see how you can abuse
them so in THE TIGER.
The BUZZARD is a fine student
medium and is worth your while
to publish. But the TIGER is a
needless slur of our fine une
university, and a museum for
your immature humor.
The BUZZARD is great, but
when you get tired of it, take a
vacation and don't force that
awful TIGER on us.
Dusty Richards

V
The BUZZARD accepts
all letters for publication.
However, all letters must
be typed on a pica
typewriter, quadruplespaced, on a 39-space line,
on erasable bond paper,
without any spelling,
grammatical,
or
hypographical errors,
Only signed letters will preference, prison record,
be printed. Included with academic record, SAT
each must be addreee, scores, achievement
social security number, scores, height, weight and
age, race, sex, creed, past color of eyes.
Oh yes ... no letters from
voting record, sexual
tendencies,
beer Clemmons students
oreference, mixed drink faculty, or administrators
preference, smoking can be accepted.

Leave the poor
Man alone
Dear editor,
You just can't leave Tates
alone, can you? Every damn
issue of your p.r. rag paper
(BUZZARD) you attack the man,
why? Are you hard up for copy?
Can't you find someone else to
attack? Maybe you don't realize
what he has done for your school.
First, by daring the NCIA to
investigate Clemmons he brought
Clemmons to the national
limelight. Secondly, he almost

THfc AttttAAA
Buzzard in-grief
Managing Figurehead
Associate Butcher
Sloppy Butcher
New Hampshire Bureau Cheif
Asst. New Hampshire Bureau Cheif
Fritos Butcher
Jocks Butcher
Pornograhy Editor
Business Mangier
Man-from-Ad
Upstairs Maid
Copulation Mangier
Spiritai Advisors
Legal Advisors
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bought, I mean got, Phil, 1*11take-the-money-and run' Phord
and Bones Malone. The fact that
he didn't is incidental; the important thing that Traitor came
close. So how about getting off his
back? You just ain't right!
a friend ot Tates

"

Steve Born-stud
William Tell
Christ Wryly
Thrash Math wood
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Boobara Pincher
Slick Chick
prink. A. Fanta
Steve "Loves Ann" Flack
Admiral Tyrd
Renne A. Lunatic
Stank Frigielitz
Adolf Hitler, Curly Corpse,
Tania
Admiral Mc Dippet,
F. Beetle Bailey

With a Little Help from Our Friends: Silly Squirrel, Teddy Bear, Super Gorp Pikes,
Jimmy Carter, Bertrand Russet, Bob Woodward and Carl Berstein, WUCK, Harry Bayne
(Whoever the hell he is), The Chicago Seven, The Clemson Nine, The WUCK three, The
Taps two. The Tiger one [JAM), Loose Caboose.
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The final trips take: The tragic tale of Tates
As Athletic Director Hensely McTellum
Different felt the burden of corruption
UENSLEX 'THE COACM SMO/
painfully. It was Friday — no, maybe it
'WE. NE.E.O TO eRKX '
was Thursday — hell, he didn't know he
was drinking all week. The walls of
Tigertown were tumbling around him. Oh,
golly gee, he had heard of defeat; he had
'/*~"S *A
even seen it on Clemmon's football field, but not like this This was
r
/■+*>*
eal defeat, in the raw, — the eternal belly-aching, the
tempertantrums and the endless praying.
Down the hall con-man (alias basketball
'"XT'.'b TOO LKTc: ^oK T\W
coach Traitor Tates) was considering
several drastic actions — getting drunk or
committing suicide. Over the past months
there had been comments concerning
getting drunk or committing suicide, but
most of them came from The Washington
Hoax and Hensely knew that to be a very
unreliable source.
Yet Hensely was not sure he could
handle Traitor. He was afraid the coach
might take his life or worse get drunk and
tell more of what he knew about the evil
doings in Clemmons — hell, he might even
call a publisher and print his knowledge in
a book.
Today, Traitor and Hensely faced the
problem Turkey.to Turkey. "You men with
influence have ways of taking care of
problems like this," Traitor said. "You
have someone leave a pickup truck up on a
hill out of gear opposite your door as you
leave in the morning. I don't have a
pickup."
McTellum, convinced Traitor did not
have thoughts concerning suicide, left the
room.
After the meeting the coach left his
office and went down to the broom closet.
This was his hideaway. It wasn't much,
but it did have running water, the rent was
cheap, and was tiny enough that Treed
Bawlins couldn't follow him in and start
whining about how the other boys on the
ACC block picked on him. It was there that
Traitor stayed until that rainy, muggy day
<n March when he resigned.

<*QrnwrtriD
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Lines on beer
By ART BUCHWALD

April tl, 1976

The Coach was eating breakfast with
Hensely at Max's when he first heard
about his own resignation — it was the
headline story on the sports page. The
coach turned to Hensely and said he wasn't
sure if he would be able to resign. "Can he
be the first coach to leave Clemmons with
a soiled image?"
Hensely replied that his image was not.
soiled at all, well, just a little bit, his shirt
was a little dirty around the neck.
Will Clemmons fans remember me more
fondly than Norman Storman or Skip-theleague-Wise?" Traitors asked with tears
in his eyes.
"Must be the onions in the hash
browns," observed Max, who was leaning
on the counter.
Hensely could barely keep from
laughing. "Why that Turkey will probably
get tarred if he came back here," the
athletic director thought. But he lied, just
like he had done so expertly to NCIA investigators a few months earlier.
"You're the greatest," Hensely said.
The coach broke down and cried.
Max told his cook to go a little easier on
the onions.
Hensely didn't know what to do. He felt
as if he were cast in the role of a pope and
he wasn't even Catholic. Yet he rambled
on, reeling off quotes he had seen on the
Tigers locker room walls such as "a
quitter never quits and give up when
you're behind."
Max thought, maybe that's why the
football tedam went 2-9.
Hensley recalled Traitor's speeches the
day his team got beat by Bama 55-0. He
remembered the time he told his boys that
they couldn't stay out later than two in the
morning and that he was sorry he had to
put his foot down. It seemed as if another
man had said those words. McTellum
Different thought that it was another man
who said all that; it was Pink Parka.
Between sobs, Traitor threw a tantrum.
What happened to Clemmons he asked.
What had he done with those Monte Carlos
that he misplaced yesterday? How could
thirty bribes involving houses, private
planes and homes in Texas come to this?
As Hensely kept talking, Max kept
wondering about those onions. Traitor was
a ruined man, he had nowhere to turn
except to the door. But instead he went to
his knees and said, "You ain't Catholic and
I ain't Catholic butlet's confess your sins."
Then Hensely touched the coach and
miracusly the coach stood up. "I can walk,
you're my saviour; I can walk."
"You ain't right;," McTellum replied.
"You could always walk." And with that
final mistake they both crawled out the
door humbled by the week's experience.
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Radio station in conflict..or 'Give me an F'
\
\

by Trash
Last Thursday, Dave Davids, acclaimed
pornojournalist who was removed from
Reveille, the University miss-the-deadline
) yearbook staff, filed suit against Bussell
Crassell, well known nighttime announcer
for Clemmons University radio station
WUCK.
Davids has demanded an official written
apology and retributions of $200,000 from
Crassell for slandering his impeccable
character on WUCK's weekly talk show,
"Regressively Speaking."
Crassell appeared in Chickens County
court. Outside the courtroom, in an
emotional plea to local reporters, Crassell
proclaimed with tears in his eyes, "I'm not
a crook."
Later, on the witness stand, Crassell was
questioned in depth over the alleged
slandering of Davids on "Regressively
Speaking." David's lawyer Rat Jove
quizzed: "Did you, or did you not call
Davids an overall rotten guy and a rat fink
on your show?"
Replied Crassell, "You must be kidding—I have never slandered any guest on
my show, never said a mean word about
one of them—just ask my mother, she's a
regular listener."
Interjected Jove, "I object to your
reference to your mother—obviously a
sentimental appeal to the jury."
"But I've got to find some way to appeal
to the jury," admitted Crassell. The jury
sat stone faced and red-eyed.
Then attorney Jove startled the
crowded courtroom with a, bombshell
announcement. Said Jove, "I happened to
know that there exists a tape that proves
conclusively that Crassell called Davids

both a rotten guy and a rat fink."
The tape was supenoed and played in
open courtroom. It showed that after
Crassell introduced his guest, Davids, on
.the show, saying "I'd like to introduce you
to the infamous cleptomaniac Mr...." at
that very point there was a mysterious
buzzing sound which continued for 18
minutes.
Accused Jove "Mr. Crassell, it is obvious that you have tampered with this
tape."
Replied Crassell, "Many of our tapes at
WUCK have been tampered with lately. It
could have been our sexretary, Jenny
Feenal, who might have accidentally held
her foot on the erasure peddle when we
were recording the show. Accidents do
happen, you know."
Feenal, alias Loose Caboose, waddled into the courtroom and took the
witness stand muttering "If Dr. Fish ever
heard about this
"
Inquired Jove, "Did you cause this 18
minute gap on the tape?" Exclaimed Ms.
Feenal, "I never do anything wrong up
there. Ask Mack Bobney he knows
everything that goes on at WUCK."
After approaching the stand Bobney said
in his New York accent, "I don't know
anything about that tape. Crassell can do
anything he wants—it's his ucking show."
Finally, after all the testimony had been
heard in the trial which dragged on for
weeks, Patty Hearst was called in as a
character witness for Crassell. She appeared with her lawyer, F. Beetle Bailey.
Said Tania, in her violent appeal for
Crassell, "How can you let the American
fascist pigs do this to Crassell! Are you
men and women of the jury going to let the
capitalistic pigs persecute Bussell the
same way they tried to persecute me?"

Noted Redville News journalist Curly
Corspe followed Patty as she left the
courtroom, calling, "Patty, aren't you
going to give me an exclusive interviewplease?"
Replied Tania, in her delicate tone of
'voice, "Screw off, kid." Corpse was
nowhere to be found, but rumor had it that
he was sobbing on a stack of copy paper on
the Redville News sports desk.
After Patty's departure, Muck Buxley,
ace legal advisor for Crassell give a final
clumsy plea for Crassell. "Ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, I have several
significant points to make, and I will tell
them to you when I think of them."
"First of all, would I, Muck Buxley
defend Crassell if he wasn't an overall
good guy? And, second of all, how could a
man with such a sweet face as Bussell
Crassell be anything but innocent—how
could he say mean things about Davids, as
Jove alleges?"

After the closing arguments by Buxley,
the jury was awakened so they could leave
the courtroom for deliberations. After
comprehensive deliberations which lasted
three minutes and 25 seconds, the jury
returned with a decision.
"We find Bussell Crassell guilty of
slander, and order that he immediately
issue a written apology, and find him liable
for $200,000, to be payed to Mr. Davids,"
the chief Juror Bilbo Baggins announced.
"Furthermore, we are bored with the
whole ucking matter," he said as he left
the room.
Crassell quickly slipped out of the
courtroom, and was hotly pursued by
Davids who was scresaming, "Where's my
$200,000?" He finally caught up with1
Crassell at A-9 of Johnstone hall, where he
was going door to door pleading for money.
In the background WUCK could be heard
transmitting their daily routine of music—
"Give me an T..."
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THE BUZZARD is offering a diving short course off the
ninth level above the loggia into the cesspool below. Alt
interested students contact Haircombs Eat-Shit-for-Less
Dining Hall.

THE DIXIE SKYDIVER'S regular meeting will be
held
following the funerc-l of twelve club members

DO YOU WANT YOUR S10.00 DEPOSIT BACK?
Return your block of ice to the Department of UnServices this week.

MARY HARTMAN MARY HARTMAN.
right, you ain't right.

KNOCKS FLANDERS is an Auburn fan. War Damn
Eagle!

HAROLD PRICE TO RIGHT: Find someone else to
drive your damn shuttle buses! I don't know how to
drive!! Tammy Ingram.

HOGWAGGLER FATWEEMA will hold a short course
in belly dancing at Phike Phun House. Her motto,
"There's nothing like a hip to keep things swinging the
whole night."

Me Is Abrahim
As the coach's popularity fizzled, his
once bountiful resources of wild women
depleted and his money vanished, the
focus of attention was redirected to the
tent office of Me Is Abrahim. It was in that
tent, among his camels, soccer shoes, and
harem, that Ibrahim told his followers that
it was now Traitor who needed him, "he
(Tates) was now my disciple."
Abrahim wanted to be Athletic Director
more than anything in the world, even
more than owning a sports shop. Now with
Tates at his service it would be only a
matter of time that McTellum would
succumb to his Arabian charms.
However, most importantly for Abrahim
is the fact that Buck Private "Tricky
Rick" Bobbins had promised his (10-4)
good buddy the job. If anybody in Tiger-
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TRASH MATTWOOD: Writting trash without a permit
is a damnable sin!!

town could get something done it was
Bobbins, or at least he thought so.
Abrahim stated two reasons to his
followers why he wanted the job. As
athletic director, he could make soccer the
number one sport at Clemmons by
abolishing all other sports programs.
Additionally, he figured he could sell more
shoes by having the prestigous title of a.d.
(idas) attached to it.
Abrahim was expectng resignation. He
was, matter of factly, happy peachy
cream, that Tates was leaving and Hensely would not be far behind. (Later, after
Hensely was declared innocent by himself,
because God had advised him to do such,
Abrahim told a disciple, "May my camel
sit on his face."

Have you heard the one about the FARMER'S
Daughter who became a Clemmons Player?

HA. HA! You were supposed to read the directions
before
:fore ... on shit, they aren't up there. JAM, you ain't
right

Steve
You Ain't Right
You ain't right!!!
Reverse instead of forward plus five
cars totalled plus $50,000 worth of damage
equals "The You Ain't Right" Award.
Runner-up goes to John Boy Squarefoot,
past editor of the Tiger, for his favorable
review of the yearbook.
Third place goes to Tiger editor Steve
Born-Stud for his rendition of the Buzzard.
Born-stud was favored to win the event

for the fourth straight year, but he was one
month with this year's Buzzard.
Squareroot went all out to ruin Born-Stud's
chances with his review. It was the first
time on record anyone liked the yearbook.
The winner is unavailable for comment
due to severe injury. The award will be
given posthumorously if necessary.

the buzzard

Clemmons students alarmed over mad rapisi
CLEMMONS, S. C. — Several buildings
were molested today by a mad rapist who
terrorized this peaceful campus Wednesday morning.
The cow barns were the first of five
buildings attacked according to Cow Barn
Manager Manny Blomax. Only the main
barn showed signs of molesting but a
doctors affirmation is not expected until
this afternoon. Additionally, Blomax did
notice a slight smile on several pigs, but
refused to identify the pigs by name or
town.
President of the University, R. C.
Deadwords, responded to the crisis, saying
"This needless raping of our nation's
buildings, especially in our bicentennial
year is needless."
Deadwords put the "needless" raping to
an end after he called in the university's
squadron of bombers.

THE MAD rapist leaves the scene of his crime.

This drastic action was taken only after
two battilions of reinforcements were
called to duty and failed. Explaining the
use of the bombers, Edwards replied, "It
worked in Vietnam, uh, oh, it didn't? Well
it should have."

FINDING THE problem worsen, Deadword calls
reinforcements.

THE COUNTERGOR I L.L AS are called in to protect the
University.

FINALLY THE Air Force is called in and the situation
is under control.

April 22,1976

CAD: To Beatle or not to Beatle
The Cancel All Dances Association
(CAD) will present the Beatles in Daniel
Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. April 31. The
Beatles' guest star will be the Salvation
Army Ragtime Band.
CAD President, Jon Leach, stated that
"this is not the way we wanted to get back
on track."

Leach was referring to the lack of
concerts since the organization's break
with Breech Club Productions. Since that
time, the CAD has contacted several other
agencies to schedule concerts.
"I wish we could have gotten someone
better, but the students were yelling for a
concert, so we had to take what we could
Set.'

Leach informed the BUZZARD that the
CAD has several excellent concerts almost
lined up. Dinah Shore, Perry Como, Telly
Savalas and Delia Reese are "real
possibilities," said Leach.
"I hope people will turn out for this
concert anyway. A lot rests on how the
students go for this one. We hope SARB
will boost attendance," continued Leach.

"We had a chance to get Jane
Withers, but Breech Club pulled
out when only 12 tickets had been
sold at show time." — Jon Leach,
CAD president.
"As for the Beatles, I have heard of
them. But they're not in the public
spotlight anymore. I don't think they've
even had an album in the last couple of
years," commented the knowledgeable
Leach.
The CAD has been plagued with
problems all year. The big problem has
been money. The CAD requested $15,000 in
emergency funds recently. The administration okayed $4.95 and told Leach
to buy the school a new albuim.
"The money they gave us was a farce,"
said an enraged Leach. "It was ridiculous.
They were making fun of us. They know as
well as we do that you can't buy an album
for under six dollars anymore."
Breech Club was another major cause of
trouble for the CAD. "We had a chance to
get Jane Withers (See page six)," reported
Leach, "but Breech Club pulled out when
only 12 tickets had been sold at show time.
They also messed up our chances of getting Steve Lawrence and Edi Gorme', but

ONE PROBLEM with recent CAD concerts is the
bands persistence in playing in the wrong direction.
However this little Clemmonsette finds the proper
solutions; get drunk, forget'about it and boogie.

A MEMBER of the Salvation Army Ragtime Band

we kept that secret from the students. We
didn't want any trouble like before."
The trouble to which Leach alluded may
have the uprising of 1956. After the cancellation of a concert by Cal Seum and the
Phosphates, a group of Clemmons
students took over the CAD office and
tortured several CAD hostages. Two CAD
members died before the ordeal was over.
The concert was rescheduled and took
place under the watchful eye of the
National Guard.
"We are here to help the students," said
Leach. "We want to offer them the best
concerts, but they are not buying tickets.
And shelling out $12,000 every other month
has really cut down on our honorarium."

"We want to offer the students
the best concerts, but they are not
buying tickets. And shelling out
$12,000 every other month has
really cut down on our
honorarium."—Leach

CAD
brings you

f^he* ultimate rock show
^^4 71 >the Beatles
with spechrf^
The Original

Kttlejohn and friar tuck's coE!
^gUman
*

M
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'They play like a bunch of little kids'

by Slock Chick
Disregarding claims from the "We Want
Hootie Ingram Back" faction and the
Football Anti-defamation League that he
would have trouble recruiting following
last year's less-than-sterling record,
Clemmons head football coach Pink Parka
announced his fall recruits.
"Last year, our players were playing
like little kids. They just didn't put out, so
we decided to pick up some really tough
players. Maybe they'll inspire our other
players. Our new boys are more
aggressive than last year's team and can
hold onto the ball for more than five
seconds a carry.
We did have a few recruiting setbacks
like the boy who said he'd like to come to
Clemmons, but he wanted to play big time
college football. But most of the kids were
pretty nice. After they finished laughing,
they said that they would think about it."
Another blow to the football program
came when Span Chrome said that he
wouldn't be able to play for Clemmons in
the fall. "He was real nice about it. He said
something about two more years of
prohibition being better than two wins and
how he wanted someone else to have a
chance. So we went out and found a new
receiver. As soon as he gets his arm out of
the cast, we'll try him out."
In addition to a new receiver, Coach
Parka also was beaming over two other
recruits. "We have a combination of experience and youth. Our boys weren't
recruited by anyone else. We have 'em

over at the camp so we won't lose 'em like
that other boy."
Coach Parka became silent, thinking
about his best prospect of last year,
Sasquatch Yeti. "He would have been a
first rate linebacker, but he busted out.
Last I heard, he was working at Chico
Monkey Farm. He said that it was rough,
but that he thought he could get a better
education down there."
Resuming his thoughts about the present
recruits, Parka stated that his players
were working hard. "I've taught them how
to make it look accidental when they drop
the ball. We feel that it evokes more crowd
sympathy when we fumble. Shoot, we can
even get our tails beat and people will
forgive us. The real trouble is going to be
teaching the boys who to scoop ice cream.
"Heck, everyone knows that ice cream
is the all-American treat, and only
Godless, Atheistic Commies don't like it.
Good football and good ice cream go hand
in hand. I just wish that I knew something
about either of them. Maybe I could make
some money at the store. Yep, football and
ice cream go hand-in-hand. In fact, last
year our boys played like they had hands
full of ice cream."
Although he is highly pleased with his
new recruits, Parks seemed concerned
about their attitude. "The young one keeps
trying to run away. He cries and says that
he wants to have a reason to live. He wants
to be a real success. And the older one isn't
happy either. He whines about how he
shouldn't have to run as much as the
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others just because one of his knees is
busted a little.
In addition to new recruits, Coach Parka
has devised a more competitive schedule,
"We threw out those teams that usually

whomp on us like the Citadel and Wake
and we replaced them with teams like the
Shriners and the Home for the Hopelesslycross-eyes. We should be able to equal last
year's record."

the
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tiger w*
sports shop

Downtown
654-1719

How about a
camel or an

Would you
buy holy shoes

oil well?

from this man?

The "mad arab" can handle anything.
Ten-four.
April 22,1976
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Baloney cancels beer busts—'My head hurts'
Citing personal reasons and a 'concern
for the student's welfare,' Dean Boozin
Baloney has issued a statement forbidding
any further beer busts on the Clemmons
Campus.
Initially, Baloney refused to answer any
question concerning her personal reasons
for stopping Clemmons' only cultural
I event.
Finally, following a three hour inI terrogation by the Buzzard staff, who used
a spotlight and abusive language, Baloney
broke down and admitted that she had an
obsession with beer. While she admitted to
drinking a case of beer at night, she denied
v
I being an alcoholic.
Asked if she thought it ironic that she
was a down-on-her-knees-confessedsometimes-heavy-sometimes-not-sodangerous-beer-chugger she replied in an
official University documented and R.C.
Deadwords approved statement, "No".

"Several times I told them to get drunk
and forget about it, she stated, but I don't
think they found that funny.
Dean Baloney passed out before giving
the third reason.
The second reason, cited by Baloney is
that "I'm damn tired of those religious
people cussing me out for encouraging evil
and sinful activities upon our innocent
students."
Earlier, when asked if sh. hought many
students would object to the decision
Baloney replied, "Beer has i e\ er bf»en big
with most students here, just mainly with
the hippie-types. I believe most stucents
are into heavier stuff like ripple or Morgan
David."

Surprisingly, Baloney took offense with
the Buzzard's attack on her personal life.
"I don't see where my small interest in
beer has any thing to do with my decision
to cancel beer busts," she blubbered out.
Baloney cited three reasons for
abolishing beer busts. We have an image
to uphold on this campus," Baloney observed. "All of America looks to us as
upstanding, righteous, and morally conscious people/'

HELL-RAISIN' ONE last time. Students and -administrators such as Dean Baloney, shown above, will no
longer enjoy beer busts on Clemmons Campus thanks to
a new policy established by Baloney this week.
Ironically, the policy was set by the same Baloney as
shown above.

J,nnouncL"9 Uke
RC and Moonpie Bust
Looking for a beerbust, replacement?

Come to the first annual
RC and Moonpie Bust.

Hi, I'm RC.

on the president's burn
nd ib^ej"

all day yesterday.
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